
CREATING ROSE BOOKMARK 

Materials required:

Embroidery Thread as desired for rose (red, green)
Water Soluble Stabiliser - we use Vilene
Heavy felt or Timetex to use as bookmark inner
2 pieces of satin to fit at least 5x7 (front and back)
Temporary spray adhesive
tassel (optional)
bobbin thread the color of satin stitch outline

Hoop your 5x7 hoop with water soluble stabiliser (we use 2 layers of vilene)

Thread machine with a neutral color 

Sew color 1 - this is the guideline for your fabric placement

Place your inner, then top satin piece over the guidelines – you can either use a 
temporary adhesive spray to keep the inner and satin in place, or repeat color 1 to 
attach the fabric and inner to your stabiliser 

Change from your neutral thread and complete the rose design
Color 2 - Red
Color 3 - green 

Remove hoop from machine, and place your satin fabric (with rightside showing) over 
the original guideline stitching that shows  on the back of the hoop



**  if you are attaching a tassle, sandwich that between the hoop and the satin, as 
the picture below.

Use a temporary spray adhesive to attach the satin to the back of the hoop

Re-attach your hoop to the machine, and sew color 4 which attaches the satin.

Remove your hoop from your machine and cut away the excess fabric on both the 
front and back of the hoop.

Re-attach your hoop to the machine and sew color 5 with adds a zig zag stitch around 
the bookmark

Change your bobbin thread to the matching satin stitch color

Sew color 6 which is the outside satin stitch.

Thats it – bookmark complete  - either soak your bookmark to remove the water 
soluble stabiliser, or something I do is cut away as much stabiliser as I can, then use 
a Q-tip and simply wet the edges of the satin stitch to remove any excess.


